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Introduction. Distributed autonomous systems (DAS) suffer from opacity: it is difficult for humans to establish why certain
behaviours occurred, and what alternatives existed. Human performance problems with autonomous systems are exacerbated
by the lack of information on how automation is working, poor feedback about the automation’s activities, absence of support
for operators to communicate with automation, and inadequate explanation of its reasoning processes [1]. The recently
EPSRC-funded SAsSy project proposes to investigate computational mechanisms for supporting the scrutiny of coordination
activities in DAS, providing transparency, whereby the internal workings of DAS are exposed to humans. The project will
investigate i) what information is needed to support the scrutiny of DAS, ii) mechanisms to gather this information, and iii)
how best to present this information to humans, so as to increase their understanding of and trust in the DAS.
We propose to utilise formal argumentation techniques [2] in distributed planning, because they allow generating and gathering
relevant information about the components’ internal workings, their interactions and the rationale for joint decision making,
thereby providing the basic constructs needed in the explanation process. However, individual arguments can be large and
complex, and many arguments may be associated with a joint plan. To make formal arguments useful to humans, we will
combine argumentation with Information Presentation (IP) techniques for expressing information in a human-understandable
format and simplifying, summarising and aggregating information as needed. The IP will be guided by extensive knowledge
acquisition, user modelling and evaluation with business partners, to base the choice of IP on. Ultimately, we aim at raising
awareness of the importance of scrutability of DAS in general.
Shortcomings of related work. Existing frameworks for evaluating agent-oriented methodologies (e.g., [3]), typically list
many criteria, which tend to be unrelated to end-users’ needs. Some of these criteria which appear related to end-users, such as
understandability, analysability, accessibility, required expertise, and usability, are in fact aimed at developers. For example,
usability has been defined as the number of public attributes in an agent class. Nevertheless, it has been acknowledged that
humans may play an important part in DAS, in particular managing multi-agent teams or participating in hybrid teams [4].
Many scenarios need to keep the human in the loop with useful information and to provide efficient methods of interacting
with the DAS. Some evaluations of DAS with users have been reported (e.g., [4]), but we have not found evaluations of
scrutability per se. Within the wider intelligent systems community, there has been an increased interest in more user-centred
evaluation metrics, including scrutability. Within our envisaged research, scrutability is a measure of whether users understand
a plan and the motivation behind it. Explanations have been investigated for expert systems providing decision support and
more recently for recommender systems. However, these systems use explanations and reasoning techniques (e.g., Bayesian
models, collaborative filtering) very different from the ones required in distributed planning. Moreover, existing work does not
deal with multiple agents. Evaluations of explanations in expert systems have focused largely on users’ acceptance of the
system as a whole or acceptance of the system’s decisions, rather than on scrutability. There is existing work on supporting
developers to debug DAS using graphical representations of agent interaction protocols, and on real-time dialogues between
humans and individual agents. Contrasting with this existing work, we will build a scrutable DAS that provides end-users with
a global perspective, enabling inspection of the DAS as a whole, and helping to increase end-user trust in the DAS. The project
will be user-driven, investigating through knowledge acquisition what questions users want to ask, and empirically evaluated.
Challenges. The project contains difficult challenges in each of the research areas that are involved. Especially relevant to this
forum, and one of the main IP challenges, is to find optimal English wordings to paraphrase potentially complex logical
formulas. In fact, this is a famous open problem in Natural Language Generation (NLG), known as the Logical Form
Equivalence problem [5]. Given an input formula F (which is a formula to be scrutinised by the user) “translating” F directly
into English might lead to an unnecessarily complex sentence. The problem, in this case, is to first convert F into a simpler but
logically equivalent formula F′, which needs to be found first. This is challenging both computationally (particularly if the
logic is very expressive) and empirically (because we do not know in advance which English sentences are easiest for the
reader to understand). The research thus needs to combine techniques from a number of specialities (including planning, NLG
and psycholinguistics) in a novel way.
Hypotheses and Goals: We hypothesise that i) formal argumentation techniques can be used to improve distributed planning
(by obtaining plans more quickly); ii) formal argumentation techniques can gather the information required to support the
scrutiny of DAS; iii) multimodal presentations of the information allow non-experts to scrutinise the DAS. In order to evaluate
these hypotheses we shall i) develop formal representations and associated mechanisms for arguments, plans, preferences and
norms and combine these with existing planning mechanisms; ii) propose dialogues for joint decision-making about plans; and
iii) adapt and extend IP techniques to allow human scrutiny of large amounts of complex information about distributed
planning.
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